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1 Context for Today’s Topics
2 Situation Assessment
3 Break
4 Vision, Mission, Values, Principles
5 Next Steps: Proposals and Decisions 



Clatsop County Commission 
Work Session II,  June 2020

Item I.  Context for Today’s Topics
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1.1 Introductions
1.2 Agenda and meeting procedures
1.3 Quick review of context & Work Session I



Agenda
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! Basic format for each agenda item:
Presentation, then Commission discussion

! Procedures for GoToMeeting
! Raise hand; Brent will acknowledge you’re in the 

queue
! If a question and we answer, follow-up allowed

! Procedures for any meeting
! County staff also available to answer questions
! Finish one topic before going to next
! Close is good enough.  Key question for you….

Meeting Procedures



Key Question
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If we stop the discussion now, 
am I relatively confident that the 
concerns I have raised or the 
ideas I have suggested will be 
considered in the next phases of 
Plan development? 



! Outcomes we want 
! Conditions that affect our 

ability to achieve outcomes
! Actions to achieve outcomes 

that are realistic and effective

! Strategic plan addresses 
subset of what is important to 
an organization

Components of Strategic Planning
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• Goals

• Constraints & 
Opportunities

• Policy 
Evaluation & 
Choices



! Vision, Goals, Objectives (" Criteria, Measures)
! Situation 

! Condition, Factor, Characteristic, Driver
Ones that are expected to be important 

! Past, Present
Future (Potential, Likely " Scenarios)

! Context

! Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
! Internal vs. External
! Influence vs. Accommodate

! Strategies, Actions, Policies

Glossary for Strategic Planning
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! Vision  Mission  Values
! Situation Assessment
! Evaluation and Priorities

! Issues and Actions

Priorities " Strategic Plan
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! Outcomes we want 
! Conditions that affect 

our ability to achieve 
outcomes

! Actions to achieve 
outcomes that are 
realistic and effective



Products & Process
City of Salem Strategic Plan 2016
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LRSP =
Long-Run Strategic Plan



I. Purpose/Background 

II. Situation Assessment

III. Vision / Mission / Values / Principles

IV. Goal / Focus Areas; Strategies and Actions

V. Implementation / Next Steps  

Appendices 

Typical Outline for a Strategic Plan: Main Report
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Work Plan
City of Salem Strategic Plan 2016
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Clatsop County Commission 
Work Session II, June 2020

Item 2  Situation Assessment (SA)  
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2.1  Summary of the Assessment
2.2  Commission discussion



! A SWOT analysis
! Context for prioritizing issues and actions
! Structure of the SA …

SA, Section 1: What is the SA? Pages 1 - 2
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Structure of the SA
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1.  Introduction
2. Forces Affecting the County’s 

Ability to Deliver Services
2.1   Demographic and Social Forces
2.2   Technological Forces
2.3   Economic Forces
2.4   Environmental Forces
2.5   Political Forces 

3.  County Performance on Service 
Delivery

4.  Implications for the Strategic Plan

Includes evaluation of how 
COVID-19 may: 
(1) affect these forces (Part 2)
(2) change demand for County 

services (Part 3)

County performance based on 
interviews, focus groups, and 
survey of senior County staff



! Causes of Effects
! Trends, innovations, disruptions likely to 

influence the future
! Typical broad categories:

! Demographics
! Economics
! Environment
! Technology
! Policy

SA, Section 2: Forces (= Drivers) Pages 2 - 9
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! Positives
! Good economy; expectations of pop. /ec. growth
! County: good cash reserves; good staffing; 

commitment to work on “governance”

! Issues
! Socio / Demographic: aging population, childcare, 

addictions, affordable housing
! Economics: ag, timber, tourism, diversity, income

! Environment: climate change
! Technology: digital gap, aging facilities
! Policy: partnerships, polarization

Pre-COVID
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! Positives erased (or substantially decreased)
! Good economy; growth; cash reserves

! Issues: new ones
! New / greater health and social issues
! Addressing COVID requires resources: money, 

time    Less available for other activities

! Initial inefficiencies of work with social distance

! Issues: existing ones more complicated & acute
! E.g., jobs, income, childcare, digital gap, 

homelessness, partnership, prioritization

Post-COVID
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! Positive
! New County Manager; management / staff / 

Commission communication and relationship
! Good evaluations: internal and external
! Willingness to evaluate and improve

! Improvements
! Governance: evaluation, documentation, 

decision-making

! Partnerships
! Specific service areas: e.g., homelessness, 

childcare, disaster preparedness

SA, Section 3: County Performance on Services Pg 10
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! Summary  pages 13 -14
! Candidate Focus Areas for the Plan (pick 5)

! Now…. Commission Discussion & Direction

SA, Section 4: Implications for Strategic Plan  Pages 11-14 
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Clatsop County Commission 
Work Session II, July 2020

Item 3   Break  
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10 Minutes

1 Context for Today’s Topics
2 Situation Assessment
3 Break
4 Vision, Mission, Values, Principles
5 Next Steps: Proposals and Decisions 



Clatsop County Commission 
Work Session II,  July 2020

4   Vision, Mission, Values, and Principles
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4.1  Overview: Why and What
4.2  Prior  VMV in Clatsop County
4.3  Some Good Examples
4.4  Conclusions and Suggestions



! “That’s how it’s always done”   
! But why?

! More agreement on broad goals than specific 
actions

! Sideboards on actions
! Implications for process

Why VMVP
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! Vision, Mission,  Values,
Principles

! Situation Assessment

! Evaluation and Priorities
! Issues and Actions

Role of  VMVP in a Strategic Plan
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Outcomes we want, and 
Guidelines for trying to 
achieve them

Conditions that affect our 
ability to achieve outcomes

Actions to achieve 
outcomes that are realistic 
and effective



! Clatsop County Strategic Plan, March 2012
! Info dated.  No M, V, P.   Appears to have started 

with list of projects and then backed into Vision:  
“The County could spend a lot of time and resources developing 
a vision statement, but perhaps an assertion of a vision statement 
could shorten the process.”

! But, did have a typical & short Vision statement:
“By 2040, Clatsop County will be recognized worldwide for: 

• sustainable stewardship of the environment;

• state of the art sustainable economic development

• offering residents a healthy, livable and prosperous community

• citizens who are involved and productive. “

Looking to past County Strategic Plans for VMVP



! Clatsop Vision 2030 Together, Jan 2015
! Adopted as “review draft;” never implemented.

6 “focus areas,” each with its own vision and 
”potential actions” (88 in total).  10 ”core values” 

! Summary vision: a line from each focus area vision
! Evaluation:

! Right concepts (e.g., vision, values, focus areas, actions)
! Vision and some actions may still be relevant
! VMV probably too long
! Too many actions; no prioritization  
! No documented connection of actions to conditions 

Looking to past County Strategic Plans for VMVP



From 2030Together
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This is a good summary material for a review draft, but not for a final plan.  
Decisions should be made to focus on priorities:

• Six focus areas, each addressing 2 or 3 concepts
• Each has an average of 15 actions



From 2030Together
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Addresses each
Focus Area

Nothing left out

No tradeoffs;  the best of 
everything

But…some direction:
•Preserve natural areas
•Urban concentration
•Arts and culture
•Prepared for emergency

And…some gaps?
•Governance
•Social justice
•…



Salem
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Salem
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Issaquah
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Issaquah
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This logic:
Vision
Mission
Values
Principles
Goals 
(= Action Areas)

Actions
…then organizes Plan 
and Website



! Vision  short statement with 11 bullets

! Mission

! Principles  what we call values:  11 in total   E.g.,  
Accessibility, Accountability, Diversity

! Fundamentals  what we call principles

Washington County
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Our Conclusions and Suggestions
Re VMVP



! Set clear definitions and use them consistently  
! Vision: a desired future

! Mission: the government’s role in pursing that future 

! Values: beliefs about standards

! Principles: rules consistent with values that guide actions

! Action areas: headings for grouping actions that address 
similar topics (e.g., economic development, homelessness)

! Goals, objectives, measurements: descriptions of 
increasing detail of what an action should achieve

! Actions: plans, investments, programs, or regulations 
undertaken to achieve goals

Definitions
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! Keep Vision short   
! Have a focus

! Many things are important to quality of life, now 
and in the future.
! Yes, people want everything, but…
! What does the County want to emphasize?

Vision  1
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Vision  2 Typical issues a vision addresses
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All of these impacts, by group     =    Equity



! Prosperity: job / wage / income; job quality; job 
security; economic stability

! Environmental quality: water; air; land; species 
diversity / habitat

! Social needs and amenities: health, security, 
education, social services, mobility, housing, 
culture, recreation, civic engagement, social 
justice, and more

All three subject to cost and ability to pay

Vision  3   Components of Quality of Life
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! Prosperity
! Economic development 

(..specific directions?)
! Job and Income
! Diversity
! Opportunity

! Environmental Qual
! Natural 
! Protection
! Sustainability

Vision  4  Words you may want in your vision
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From previous County documents; examples for 
other jurisdictions;  Work Session 1

! Livability
! Health, Security
! Education
! Arts and Culture
! Public Services

! Society
! Equity, Diversity
! Engagement / Involvement 

(“small-town feel”)
! Governance

Resilience



! As with Vision: keep it broad and short
! Connect directly or indirectly to the ideas in 

the Vision
! Vision: the desired future state
! Mission: what a local government does to achieve 

that vision

! Typical mission for local governments:
Clearly specify the broad services it was created 
to provide, and to then provide them effectively, 
efficiently, within budget, and fairly.

Mission
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! Easy to generate a list of virtues vs. vices…but…
! Saying everything is saying little…so…
! Shorten to what policy will emphasize

Values Brevity is a good idea
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! Typical Values
! Openness
! Fairness
! Responsiveness
! Compassion
! Diligence
! Kindness
! Perseverance

! Generosity
! Patience
! Helpfulness / Service
! Responsibility
! Respect
! …
! …



! Rules consistent with values that guide actions
! Principles for both Policy and Operations
! Include County’s recently introduced 

“Fundamentals”
! County role

! Service provider, partner, supporter
! Funder of countywide services

! County can’t do it alone: partnership
! Service delivery consistent with adopted policy

! Strategic Plan, long-run financial plan, budget, …

Principles
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! Role and responsibility of County Manager
! Annual six-year financial forecast, and clear 

financial policies
! Annual review of County goals and 

performance
! Annual strategic plan

! Expectations for how organization will deal 
with public: inclusive, honest, engaged, …

! Decisions only by collective action

Principles Examples of Policy Principles
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! Primarily about managerial duties
! Performance: competent and transparent
! Focused on public good and delivery of County 

services to county citizens
! Management a shared responsibility throughout 

the organization
! Data-backed decision-making
! Inclusion of all interests in evaluation and decisions
! Legal and ethical actions

! Teamwork

Principles Examples of Operational Principles
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! Today
! Commission discussion and direction

! July
! CPS creates draft of VMVP section of the Plan
! County staff reviews and edits

! Send to Commission as part of agenda packet 
for next Commission meeting

! Mid-August
! Commission review and approval

Next Steps for VMVP
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Clatsop County Commission 
Work Session II, June 2020

5  Next Steps: Proposals and Decisions  
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! Work Plan

Original Work Plan
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City of Salem Strategic Plan 2016



Revised Work Plan
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Outline of the Strategic Plan
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0  Front Material  (4 pages, not counting cover and blank pages)
Cover
Table of Contents  1
Acknowledgements  1
Preface  1 
Summary (Plan on a Page)  1

1  Introduction (total 3 - 4 pages)
Strategic Plan: What and Why  
How the Plan is Organized
How the County Will Use the Plan
How the County Developed the Plan
What the County Learned

2  Foundation for Action (total 2 pages)
This section describes VMVP 

3  Situation Assessment (total 2 - 3 pages)
Summary of what was presented at Work Session 2

4  County Actions (total 10 pages)
Assume 5 categories of Actions; 
two pages and 2 – 3 specific actions per category

5  For More Information (total 1 page)

20 – 30 Pages

Many appendices

A separate, high-
quality 2-to-4-page 
summary



Details of the section on Actions
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4  County Actions   (total 10 pages)
Assume 5 focus areas of Actions; two pages and 2 – 3 specific 
actions per focus area

½ page Introduction explaining the context

For each action, describe:  
(1) What’s the Issue: Challenges and Opportunities   
(2) Desired Outcomes   
(3) the Specific Action and ..

(3a) how Action is expected to address the issue and VMVP
(3b) how Action fits with other current activities
(3c) who does what
(3d) by when
(3e) funding
(3f)  how to monitor progress/success.



! Focus areas for the Plan
!

!

!

!

!

! Directions on VMVP
!

!

!

Today’s Direction from the Commission
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